
HISTORY OF STRUGGLE, OPPRESSION

ROOTS SHOWS BLACK HERITAGE
One of the most powerful

and significant literary
developments recently has
been the publication of
Roots> a dramatized his

torical account of the

family of the author,
Alex Haley. The book has
been made into an eight
part TV movie which has
drawn immense viewing au
diences. The TV version is

being billed as "the tri
umph of an American family."
But what gives Roots its '
stirring impact is not its

"happy ending" with the
most recent generation of
the Haley family who have'

acquired a certain degree
of wealth and fame, but in
its reclaiming of an inher
itance shared by the
250,000 Blacks in this coun

try and an exposure of sla

very and the misery and
exploitation that it meant

for generations of American

Blacks, and the remnants of
which still scar the country.

Fully half the book is
devoted to the life of Kunta

Kinte, the author's ancestor
who was dragged off in

chains from his African

village and sold to a Vir
ginia plantation owner.
Roots poignantly describes -
the forcible stripping away
of his language, religion

and customs-he is even for
bidden to use his own name.
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Bit by bit Roots tears
asunder many of these long
standing myths. While Haley

does lapse into a somewhat

romantic picture of tribal
Africa, he successfully de
molishes the picture of

brutal savages. He replaces

it with a far more accurate

description of a people cul
tivating crops, raising
families, scratching out at
least a bare living, while
all the time the constant

prey of those who sought
to enslave them,

Haley shows that the
wealth of Southern planters

from their mansions to the

vast cotton and tobacco

crops, came off the backs
of the enslaved. He blasts
away at the trappings of
culture and elegance of- the
master class,-

Perhaps the greatest

slander leveled against
Black people is that the
slaves never struggled for
their own freedom' But
throughout Haley's drama
tization of the family's
history a vivid image of

resistance comes through

from rebellion aboard the

South,

The narrative of

Roots breaks off sharply
shortly following the Civil

War and the emancipation of
the slaves. Then the whole
of the "Murray family" movedj
to Tennessee, at which point
Haley's family history
of professionals and busi
nessmen ceases to be the

more or less typical story
whose strength lies in what

it reveals about the common

plight and struggle of
Black people. Thus the ac

tual history of thje great

weakness in Roots. and in

numerous interviews and

speeches, Alex Haley exr
presses almost an obsess
ion with the need to know

his particular family her
itage. He declares, in the
course of the narrative,
that the biggest crime of
slavery was keeping people
from knowing "who they
were," by which he means
their family background
and 'their African heri

tage. He even states the

mystical belief that his
deceased ancestors are

ROOTS SHOWED THE TRUE HISTORY OF SLAVERY - INCLUDING MASSIVE SLAVE REBELLIONS

slave ship to sly attempts

to poison.the masters, from
attempts at escape despite
the inevitable floggings-or

worse-that inevitably
followed failures to the

more organized uprisings

of slaves led by men like • ~-
Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner.
Haley shows how the "nigger
problem" 'was the number one
preoccupation of the slave-
masters, and the joy and

hope each act of resistance
and rebellion held for the

slaves who inevitably heard

about them through whispers
along a grapevine that

stretched, from plantation

to plantation across the

majority of Black people
over the 100 years since
emancipation—of the be

trayal of Reconstruction
and the rise of the share-

cropping system, enforced
by terror, of the great i

migration to the industrial

centers of North and South

where Blacks still suffering

national, oppression found
themselves, together with
those of other nationali

ties, bound by a new type
of slavery, where the
personnel office replaces
the auction block and the

time clock and the bills

replace the chains.

Perhaps the greatest

"up there" watching the
completion of his research
and writing.

Certainly part of what

makes Roots exciting is that
Haley was able to overcome
the obstacles of centuries

of slavery, lack of records
and enforced illiteracy of
his ancestors to document

the history of his family.
This also probably guaran
tees that his next book

In Search of Roots (where
he tells the story of his
twelve years of detective

work) will also be a best

seller. But people learn

from the past mainly what
is useful for the present.

77 CONTRAG FIGHTS -A TIME TO FIGHT
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HALF THE AIW SHOPS, LIKE
BRIGGS£STRATTON, HAVE

CONTRACTS EXPIRING IN

1977,
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has said that '77 will be a
quiet year. They reason that
with the economy slow most

workers are grateful simply
to have a Job. Yet the Rub
ber Workers were able to

win some real victories in

vBiges and benefits by stan

ding up to the treachery of
the International Rubber-

workers. Al.though the '76
contracts in auto and rubber

were sellouts, real ad

vances were made by the
rank and file.

During the auto contract

struggle, militant workers

built a nationwide rank and

file organization called

Auto Workers United to Fight

in '76. Locally it was af-.
filiated with the United Wor

kers Organization at American
Motors and Allis Chalmers.

AWUF helped to focus the de
mands and to lead the con

tract struggle. As a center

of leadership, AWUF began to
provide the rank and file
with an organized way of

fighting.
Struggling to break out

of its economic crisis, the
owning class has launched
one attack after another.

Following the union busting
drives in the Packing

houses and at the Giddings

and Lewis machine tool plants
in Fond du Lac, workers at
several heavy machinery

shops, such as Bucyrus Erie
were saddled with Early Bird

settlements 6 months before
their contracts were due to

expire.
AMC started the new year

with its offer of a one

year -freeze on all wages and

benefits, Allis Chalmers and

Kearney and 'iTecker, where
workers have extended their

contracts, has threatened

no retroactive pay. More of
these attacks can be ex- '

pected.

The ruling class is tel
ling working people that
these *77 contracts are a
time to sacrifice. At the

same time the corporate heads

at AMC for example have had

their salaries raised l6% .
to $?50,000 and Briggs &
Stratton has started new

lines and opened new plants.

It was out of the workers'

sweat and blood that these

raises and developments came.
The organized strength of

this labor can be mobilized

to push back these attacks,
and make some real gains in

the '77 contract fights.




